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A b s tr a c t
Partial order reductions are a class of methods that attempt to reduce the state space that 
must be explored to verify systems by explicit state enumeration. Partial order reduction 
algorithms have been successfully incorporated into tools such as Spin and VFSM-valid. 
However, current partial order algorithms assume that the concurrency model is based on 
processes. Rule based formalisms, such as Unity and Murphi, are another important and 
widely used class of modeling techniques. Many important types of systems, such as dis­
tributed shared memory (DSM) protocols, are best modeled as a set of global transitions. 
Rule-based systems require a new approach to implementing partial order reduction, since 
traditional heuristics are not applicable. Also, the traditional methods of computing the de­
pendence relation give approximations that cause many potential reductions to be missed. 
We propose a novel algorithm based on using a SAT solver to compute the dependence 
relation, and a new heuristic for computing ample sets for rule based formalisms.
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Abstract. Partial order reductions are a class of methods that attempt 
to reduce the state space that must be explored to verify systems by 
explicit state enumeration. Partial order reduction algorithms have been 
successfully incorporated into tools such as Spin and VFSM-valid. How­
ever, current partial order algorithms assume that the concurrency model 
is based on processes. Rule based formalisms, such as Unity and Mur­
phi, are another important and widely used class of modeling techniques. 
Many important types of systems, such as distributed shared memory 
(DSM) protocols, are best modeled as a set of global transitions. Rule- 
based systems require a new approach to implementing partial order 
reduction, since traditional heuristics are not applicable. Also, the tra­
ditional methods of computing the dependence relation give approxima­
tions that cause many potential reductions to be missed. We propose a 
novel algorithm based on using a SAT solver to compute the dependence 
relation, and a new heuristic for computing ample sets for rule based 
formalisms.
1 I n t r o d u c t i o n
Partial order reduction is a technique that curbs state explosion in model 
checking based on explicit state enumeration. Partial order reductions[ , T] 
are based on the observation that much of the state explosion in verifying 
concurrent systems stems from the interleaving of independent actions. 
Partial order methods formalize the notion of redundant interleavings 
and attempt to generate a subset of all the interleavings that is sufficient 
to check a given property. The efficacy of partial order reductions has 
been established both theoretically and in practical experiments [ ]. Par­
tial order reduction algorithms have been incorporated into tools such 
as Spin[ ,13] and VFSM-validf ].
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Most previous work on partial order reduction deals with concurrency 
models based on processes. In the process-based approach, concurrency 
is modeled as the interleaving of a set of sequential processes with local 
variables; the processes communicate via shared global variables and 
message passing.
Tn many cases, verification models of complex systems do not easily fit 
into the communicating process model. For example, with distributed 
shared memory protocols, it is difficult to decide what constitues a pro­
cess - should it be a hardware node, in which case many of its "local’' 
data structures have to be made globally available, or should it be a mes­
sage, in which case too its buffers need to be made global. The essential 
difficulty lies in the fact that a large percentage of the state variables are 
truly global.
Rule-based formalisms provide a natural method for describing many 
complex real systems. Indeed, languages such as Unity [ ] and Murphi
[4] are widely used to model concurrency for such systems.
Tn this paper, we address two important problems in applying partial or­
der reduction to complex rule-based systems. First, as mentioned above, 
most previous approaches have considered process models of concurrency.
A second shortcoming of traditional partial order reduction algorithms is 
their reliance on syntactic methods for computing the dependence rela­
tion. Syntactic methods use occurences of variables to determine depen­
dence instead of solving for the possible values of variables. Tn order to 
be sound, syntax-based dependence computation algorithms must con­
servatively overapproximate the dependence relation, which can result 
in missing possible reductions.
The new results of this paper address both of these issues. First, we 
enable reduction of rule based systems by presenting a new ample set 
calculation heuristic that is applicable to rule based formalisms. Sec­
ond, we develop a new symbolic dependence calculation algorithm which 
uses a SAT solver. We have implemented both of these algorithms in a 
new version of the Murphi verification tool called POeM - partial order 
enabled Murphi - with encouraging results.
The SAT based algorithm, which is also applicable to other, non-rule- 
based systems, provides a more accurate characterization of the indepen­
dence relation than the traditional syntactic approach, which can often 
lead to greater reductions.
As an illustration of the advantage of our approach, consider the simple 
Murphi system shown in I. Tn the Murphi language [5], a model consists 
of a set of global state variables and a set of conditional transitions. 
Transitions have the form
rule "name’' guard ==> body.
A transition system is executed as follows: at each step in the execution, 


























b[i+2] := false; 
end;
Fig. 1. Example Murphi system
tlicn execute the statements in the body. Tlie state readied by executing 
the body is taken as the next state of the system.
A syntax-based approach would classify rules 1 and 2 as dependent on 
each other, since they both update tlie same variable a. In tlie figure, 
tlie binary operator n % 4 gives tlie value of its first argument mod 4. 
Symbolic evaluation quickly discovers that tlie values of a after applying 
both rules 1 and 2 in either order are identical, and lienee, tlie SAT based 
approach will rightly classify tlie rules as independent. Similarly, rules 3 
and 4 in tlie figure, which both access tlie same array variable, would be 
classified as dependent by tlie syntax-based approach, whereas, tlie SAT 
based approach will find that they are independent, since they access 
different indices of tlie array a.
Before proceeding to tlie details of our techniques, it is worth commenting 
on tlie continuing practical importantance of explicit state enumeration 
in model checking. Even with tlie recent impressive advances in BDD- 
based and SAT-based model-cliecking, a large class of systems cannot 
yet be model-cliecked effectively using sucli Boolean representations. For 
example, in case of BDD-based model-cliecking applied to tlie formal 
verification of cache coherence protocols, tlie sheer number of variables, 
tlie extensive use of liigli level data structures sucli as arrays, and tlie 
‘all to all’ dependencies between tlie variables in these protocols have 
resulted in BDDs exceeding current capacities [ ].
Thus, there is still a great need for improving tlie capabilities of explicit 
state enumeration model checkers. Explicit state enumeration model 
checkers are also tlie mainstay of tools in software verification, another 
important emerging area. A recent survey of industrial formal methods 
[1 ] shows tlie continued widespread use of model-clieckers sucli as Mur­
phi and TLA in the industry.
1.1 R e la te d  W ork
There has been extensive research on partial order reduction methods 
(see [ ] for a good survey). Few previous works address reduction for 
formalisms without processes. TLC, the explicit state model checker for 
TLA+ [ ], is reported to have a partial order reduction algorithm [IS], 
but we are not aware of the details of the algorithm used. Partial order 
reduction algorithms have also been proposed for symbolic state explo­
ration methods [ ]. The algorithm there is based on a modified breadth 
first search, since symbolic state exploration is essentially breadth first. 
The in-stack check of the traditional partial order algorithm is replaced 
by a check against the set of visited states. An alternative to the tradi­
tional runtime ample set computation algorithm is discussed in [ ]. The 
idea is to statically compute all of the partial order reduction data, and 
generate a compiled model that is already reduced, which then allows the 
use of any model checking back-end for the actual verification. However, 
this suffers from the same problem as other static algorithms, in that 
only a limited amount of information is available at compile time.
Tlie technique we use to transform the Murphi language (and its se­
quential programming constructs) into prepositional logic is similar to 
the well known method in which sequential programs are verified by 
constructing formulas called verification conditions. The Stanford Pascal 
Verifier is a representative implementation of this technique. Several re­
cently developed tools convert C-lauguage programs into SAT problems, 
for instance, for purposes of comparing a C program and a Verilog pro­
gram [ ]. We are not aware of previous use of symbolic simulation and 
SAT to check independence relations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces relevant 
terminology, and gives an overview of explicit state enumeration based 
model checking and the partial order reduction technique. Tn Section 3, 
we describe the new algorithm, and sketch a proof of its correctness. 
Experiments and results are discussed in Section 4, with conclusions and 
future directions in Section 5.
2  P a r t i a l  O r d e r  R e d u c t i o n
2.1 N o ta t io n s  a n d  D e fin it io n s
A labeled finite state system JF is a 5-tuple (S,T, I, P, L) where S is a 
finite set of states, T is a finite set of deterministic transitions, such that 
every t G T is a partial function t : S h-> S, I C 5' is the set of initial 
states, P is a set of atomic propositions, and L : S h-> 2P labels each 
state with a set of propositions that are true in the state.
A labelled path of a finite state system is an infinite sequence starting 
with a state and then alternating transitions and states,
so, to,S\ , t\ , S'2, f:2, . . • ,
where Vi > 0 : U(si) = Sj+i. A labelled path is called a labelled run if it 
starts with a state in T. For any labelled path p of a system, we define the 
predicate before(p, t\, l-<) to be true when t\ occurs before the earliest 
occurrence of l-< in p, or l-< does not occur in p. Let the set of all labelled 
paths of a finite state system be P. The restriction of P with respect to a 
state s, written V\g, is the set of all labelled paths in V starting from the 
state .s. A transition I is said to be enabled at a state s if =3.s' € S : t(s) = 
s'. We define the predicate en(s, t) that is true exactly when I is enabled 
at .s. We also define the predicate enabled(.s) = {t 6 T \ en(s, t)}. Two 
transitions t\ and t? are independent iff the following conditions hold:
— Enabledness: V.s € S : en(s, t\)Aen(s, f^ ) => en(t\(s),t2)Aen(t-2(s), t\)
— Commutativity: V.s 6 S : en(s, l\) A en(s, t<) => l\ (f^.s)) = £2(11 («))
We define the predicate ind(f i ,1-2), that is true exactly when t\ and 1-2 are 
independent, and dep(ti, h) = ->ind(ti, t*). A property w of a system is a 
formula in next-time free LTL (LTL_ y), such that the set of propositions 
in the logic is P. For any property ir, we define props(7r) € 2P as the 
set of propositions occurring in ir. A transition t is invisible with respect 
to a property tt, written as inv^f), iff:
Vsi, 82 € S : t(s\) = 82 => L(s\) fl props(7r) = L(s-2) fl props(7r)
2.2 E x p lic it  S ta te  E n u m e ra t io n  B ased  M o d e l 
C heck ing
Explicit state enumeration based model cheeking algorithms explore the 
entire state space of a given transition system, by traversing the state 
graph of the system, while checking that the specified properties hold 
in the system. !n this paper, we only consider algorithms that explore 
the state space by a depth-first search (dfs). Figure '2 shows a typical 
routine to perform a dfs exploration of a state space. As can be seen 
from the figure, the dfs routine maintains a stack, which holds the set of 
states on the current path being explored. We define a dynamic function 
onstack(.s) : S i—v '2s that returns the stack at any given point in a run 
of the dfs algorithm on a system, when the state currently being explored 
is .s.
The main drawback of explicit state enumeration based methods is that 
most real systems have very large state spaces that cannot be fully ex­
plored without exhausting the resources available, the most important 
resource constraint being the amount of physical memory available on the 
computer system that the model checking is being carried out. Therefore, 
various ideas have been explored to reduce the state space that needs to 
be searched, while still preserving the correctness of the algorithm. Par­
tial order reduction is one such technique.
2 push(s,stack);
3 while(!empty(stack)) {
4 current_state := top(stack);
5 stack := pop(stack);
6 trans_set := enabled(current_state);
7 while(!empty(trans_set)) {
8 t := select(trans_set);
9 trans_set := trans_set - t;
10 next_state := t(s );







F ig . 2. DFS routine for state space exploration
2.3 P a r t i a l  O rd e r  R e d u c tio n s
Tlie basic idea behind partial order reductions is that, in the interleaving 
model of execution of asynchronous communications systems, there is 
an arbitrary ordering imposed on the executions of concurrently enabled 
transitions. Without partial order reductions, all possible interleavings of 
concurrent transitions are explored while enumerating the state space of 
the system. But exploring all interleavings of invisible and independent 
transitions is usually unnecessary to prove the required properties of the 
system. Partial order reductions characterize a sufficient subset of the 
interleavings with respect to the property being proved.
Under certain assumptions about the system, invisibility and indepen­
dence of transitions allow us to avoid generating all interleavings, and 
thus reduce the number of states generated while exploring the state 
space. A number of partial order algorithms have been devised that are 
based on this concept, which differ somewhat in the details. In this pa­
per, we focus on the ample-set construction method, first proposed in [20]. 
This method proceeds by performing a modified depth-first search where, 
at each state, a subset of all the enabled transitions is chosen, called the 
ample set. That is, ample(.s) C enabled(.s). Transitions from the ample 
set are then the only ones that are taken out of that state to explore 
the state space. This leads to a subset of the entire state space being 
explored. Naturally, it is important to ensure that this subset preserves 
the property of interest, i.e., if the original graph contains a violating 
execution, there is a corresponding violating execution in the reduced 
graph. Thus, for each path in the full graph, there must be a representa­
tive path in the reduced graph. The following conditions, adapted from
[3], guarantee the existence of such representative paths:
— CO : V.s € S : ample(.s) = <t> <=> enabled(.s) = <t>.
— C l: V.s € S : Vt\,t-2 € T : t\ € ample(.s) A t-2 ample(.s) A 
dep(t\,t-2) => Vp € V\s : 3#s € ample(.s) : before(p,*3,*2)
— C2 : V.s € S : ample(.s) ^  enabled(.s) => Vf € ample(.s) : inv *•(#).
— C31 : V.s € S : ample(.s) ^  enabled(.s) => 3t € ample(.s) : t(s) 
onstack(.s)
Condition CO states that the ample set at a state is empty iff the set 
of enabled transition is empty. Condition C2 says that if the transitions 
at a state are not fully expanded, all of the transitions in the ample 
set must be invisible. Condition C3 requires that there be at least one 
transition in an ample set that leads to a state not on the current dfs 
stack, which ensures that atleast one transition in the ample set does not 
create a cycle. This version of C3 is sufficient for the verification of safety 
properties [ ]. C l, also known as the faithful decomposition condition 
[2 ], is the most complex, and states that for all paths starting from a 
state .s in the full state graph, it must never be the case that a transition 
dependent on some transition in the ample set at .s is taken before a 
transition from the ample set. The intuitive reason for this condition is
1 For a proof of the necessity and sufficiency of this form of the condition see [ 2]
that if the only paths not in the sub-graph all contain a sequence of 
independent transitions leading up to a transition in the ample set. then 
those paths can be shown equivalent to paths in the sub-grapli. For a 
detailed motivation of the conditions, see [ , chapter 10].
Thus, an implementation of the ample-set based partial order reduction 
algorithm is guaranteed to be correct if it satisfies the above conditions.
In the following section, we describe our algorithms for computing the 
independence relation and ample sets, and sketch a proof of how the 
algorithms satisfy the conditions above.
3  I m p l e m e n t i n g  P a r t i a l  O r d e r  
R e d u c t i o n s  f o r  M u r p h i
Murplii was developed at Stanford [ ], and is used extensively in both 
academia and industry for the verification of real world protocols. It 
provides a fairly complex rule-based system description language, in­
cluding arrays, functions and procedures, and a subset of LTL (linear­
time temporal logic) is used to specify properties of interest. Murphi in­
cludes a number of features that provide state space reduction, including 
symmetry-based reductions, state caching, and hash compaction.
Let the finite state system described by a Murphi model Af be T{M) = 
(Sm • Tm , Im , Pm , Lm) ■ A state of jF(Af) is an evaluation of all of the 
state variables of the system. Each rule or transition t is a pair {gt,at), 
where gt. the guard, is some predicate over the state variables, and at, the 
action, is a partial function Sm Sm defined by a program that assigns 
new values to the state variables. Let at(s) be the state reached when 
rule t is executed in state s, provided gt(s) is true. The execution of a rule 
corresponds to the taking of a transition in JF( Af). A rule t is enabled at a 
state s, if its guard evaluates to true at that state, i.e., en(s, t) -o- gt(s). 
Therefore, the enabledness and commutativity conditions of section 2.1 
can now be written as:
Vs € Sm € Tm : gtt A gf.2 => gt2 (atl (s)) A gtl (at.2(s)) (3.1)
Vs € Sm ■ Vii , t-2 € Tm : gtl A gt2 => at2 (atl (s)) = atl (at2 (s)) (3.2)
Computing the independence relation thus requires evaluating the above 
conditions for each pair of rules in the system.
3.1 C o m p u t in g  the  Independence  R e la t io n
In traditional partial order reduction algorithms, the above conditions 
are tested by examining the state variables occurring in transitions. This 
approach leads to an overapproximation of the dependence relation. For
complex rule-based systems, the dependence relation has to be deter­
mined more accurately to yield useful model reduction. We do this by 
encoding the relations 3.1 and 3.2 as boolean formulas, and using a SAT 
solver to check validity. As a first step, we take the programs defining 
the guards and next-state functions, and symbolically evaluate the ex­
ecutable statements to produce formulas over finite data types. We are 
guaranteed to be able to perform this evaluation since Murphi only al­
lows the description of finite state systems. We then decide the validity 
of the generated formulas, by encoding the variables in a straightforward 
way into bit vectors, and using a SAT solver.
F ig . 3. M urphi verification flow w ith partial order reduction
Im p le m e n ta t io n  Figure 3 shows how the above idea has been im­
plemented in the Murphi system. In the original Murphi flow, system 
descriptions are compiled to a C++ program which incorporates the 
checker. To implement the dependence calculation, we also translate the 
Murphi description into Lisp s-expressious. Our symbolic simulator tool 
then generates symbolic expressions corresponding to the commutativ­
ity and enabledness conditions of each pair of transitions. The simulator 
emits NuSMV code representing these expressions, with one file per con­
dition per pair of rules. The specification for each NuSMV program is 
either a commutativity or an enabledness condition. NuSMV is conve­
nient since it provides high-level data types such as enumerated types 
and integer subranges, which are automatically encoded internally into 
boolean variables. NuSMV is then used to invoke the SAT solver zchaff, 
which checks the specification. The results of the zchaff runs are auto­
matically analyzed to produce a fragment of C++ code representing a 
dependency matrix, which records, for each pair of rules, whether they 
are dependent or not. This code is included in the C++ program gen­
erated by the Murphi compiler. The Murphi checker has been suitably
modified to use this dependency matrix at runtime to generate the ample 
set at each state, if partial order reductions are enabled. TIow the ample 
set is constructed is described in the next section.
3.2 A m p le  Set C o m p u ta t io n
Recall that in the traditional partial order algorithm, the ample set is 
constructed by selecting a process at each state, all of whose enabled 
transitions are independent of transitions from all other processes. If such 
a process is not available, the state is fully expanded, and all transitions 
from all processes are explored. Since Murphi does not provide the notion 
of processes, the above method is inapplicable.
1 proc ample(s) {
2 ample := { pick_new_invisible(enabled(s))
3 if  (empty(ample))
4 return enabled(s);
5 while (exists_dependent(enabled(s),ample)) {
6 ample := ample + all_dependent(enabled(s),ample);
7 >
8 if  ((ample = enabled(s)) or exists_visible(ample))
9 return enabled(s);
10 for (t_d in disabled(s)) {
11 if  (dependent(t_d, ample))
12 return enabled(s);
13 >
14 for (t_a in ample) {





F ig . 4. Ample set construction algorithm for Murphi
Our algorithm for computing the ample set is shown in Figure 4. Intu­
itively, it picks an enabled, invisible transition (called the seed transition) 
at each state, and tries to form an ample set using this transition. To do 
this, it first adds all enabled transitions that are dependent on transi­
tions already in the ample set, and computes the transitive closure of the 
dependence relation with respect to transitions in the ample set. Then, 
it checks to see whether there are disabled transitions that are dependent 
on a transition in the ample set. If this is true, then the ample set may be 
invalid, because there may exist a path in the full graph that takes this 
dependent transition before any transition from the ample set is taken,
wliicli violated condition Cl. Therefore, we return the set of all enabled 
transitions. However, if this is not true, then we may have a successful 
ample set, as long as at least one of the transitions in the ample set leads 
to a state on on the current stack. If this is the case, we return this ample 
set. Otherwise, we return the set of all enabled transitions.
Note that the invisibility condition can be encoded as a prepositional 
formula whose validity can be determined by using a SAT solver, in a 
similar fashion as the independence checks of section 3.1.
P ro o f o f Correctness o f A m p le  Set C o n s tru c tio n  in
this section, we sketch a proof of correctness of the algorithm presented 
above. We are required to show that the algorithm satisfies the conditions 
C0-C3 of section 2.3. We examine each condition in turn.
— CO : Vs € S : ample(s) = <t> <=> enabled(s) = <t>.
• <— First, assume that the set of enabled transitions at some state 
is empty. The check on line 3 will succeed, and the algorithm 
will return as the ample set the set of all enabled transitions, 
which in this case is the empty set. Thus, when the set of enabled 
transitions is empty, so is the ample set.
• —v Now, assume that the ample set returned at some state is 
empty. If the algorithm returned from one of lines 4,9,12 or
18, then it actually returned the set of enabled transitions, so 
the set of enabled transitions must also be empty. If not, it 
must have returned from line 16. Observe that, between lines
5 and 16, the algorithm does not remove anything from the 
ample set it is attempting to build. Therefore, if it returned an 
empty set from line 16, ample must have been empty at line
5. However, if the algorithm reached line 5, it must have failed 
the emptiness check at line 3, which means that ample could not 
have been empty at line 5. This contradicts our assumption that 
the algorithm returned the empty set from line 16. Thus, if the 
algorithm returned an empty set, it must be the case that the 
set of enabled transitions at that state was also empty.
— C l: Vs € S : V£i, £2 € T : t\ € ample(s) A t-2 (j: ample(s) A 
dep(ti,t-2) => V/j € V\a : 3 ts € ample(s) : before(/j, ts, t-2)
Assume that the antecedent holds. That is:
3s € S : 3i1,1-2 € T : t\ € ample(s) A t-2 4- ample(s) A dep(t\, t-2)
(3.3)
First, note that if enabled(s) = ample(s), then C l is trivially 
satisfied, since the consequent is guaranteed to be true. Therefore, 
we assume that ample(s) ^  enabled).*). In that case, our algorithm 
must have returned from line 16. This implies that the check in line
11 failed for every iteration of the loop in lines 10 13. This means 
that, for every t_d in disabled(s) (line 10), it must have been the 
case that dependent (t_d,ample) (line 11) was false. That is:
V£i, 1-2 € T : t\ € ample(s) A t-2 enabled(s) —*■ -^ (dep(t\, £2))
(3.4)
From the loop in lines 5 7, it is clear that, after the loop terminates, 
there is no enabled transition not in the ample set, that is dependent 
on a transition in the ample set. In other words:
€ T : t\ € ample(.s) Adep(fi,f2) —> ->(t-2 € enabled(.s))
(3.5)
Fonnulas 3.4 and 3.5 together immediately lead to a contradiction 
with formula 3.3. Thus, our algorithm guarantees that the antecedent 
of C l never holds, which implies that the implication C l is always 
true.
— C2 : V.s € S : ample(.s) ^  enabled(.s) => 'it € ample(.s) : inv*-(£).
Assume, on the contrary, that for some state s, ample(.s) ^  enabled(.s)A 
31 € ample(.s) : -iinv^ -(^ ). Once again, we can assume that the al­
gorithm returned from line 16. Note that the last line at which any­
thing is added to ample is line 6. Therefore, the value of ample is 
unchanged between lines 8 and lines 16, if line 16 is indeed reached.
By our assumption, therefore, at line 8, ample must have contained 
a transition t, such that -iinv*-(£). But, in that case, the check on 
line 9 would have succeeded, and we would have returned the set 
of all enabled transitions, which contradicts our assumption that we 
returned at line 16. Therefore, it must be the ease that our assump­
tions are untenable, which implies that our algorithm does indeed 
satisfy C2.
— C3 : V.s € S : ample(.s) ^  enabled(.s) => 3f G ample(.s) : t 
onstack(.s)
Again, assume that, on the contrary, for some state s,ample(.s) ^  
enabled(.s) A it G ample(.s) : f(.s) G onstack(.s). Like for C2 
above, the algorithm must have returned from line 16. Therefore, 
the cheek at line 15 must have succeeded, which means that 3f 6 
ample(.s) : -<t € onstack(.s). This contradicts our assumption that 
it € ample(.s) : t G onstack(.s). Therefore, it must be the case that 
our algorithm satisfies C3.
Thus, we have demonstrated that our algorithm satisfies all of the con­
ditions C0-C3, and therefore, that it correctly computes ample sets at 
each state.
4  E x p e r im e n t s  a n d  R e s u l t s
We have run our partial order algorithm on a few examples2 of varying 
sizes, and the results are shown in Table 1. The most significant examples, 
both in terms of the model size and the reductions obtained, are the 
instances of Steven German's cache coherence protocol. This is a simple, 
directory based protocol with a single address, and a variable number


















More examples to be added
Table 1. Performance of partial order reduction algorithm
of client nodes. The examples were run with invariant checking turned 
off to do a full state space exploration. For the 5 node instance of the 
coherence protocol, with partial order reduction turned off, the verifier 
does not finish, even with 200MB of RAM allocated for the hash table, 
whereas with reductions enabled, the verifier completes exploration with 
just 100MR of RAM. We have also implemented a syntactic partial order 
algorithm for Murphi, which gave no reductions on the above examples.
5 C o n c lu s io n s  a n d  F u t u r e  D i r e c t i o n s
In this paper, we have presented a new partial order algorithm based on 
a symbolic computation of the independence relation. Combined with a 
new heuristic to compute ample sets, this provides a means of applying 
partial order reductions to rule based formalisms, such as Murphi. Our 
experiments confirm that partial order reductions can greatly reduce the 
state space that needs to be explored in explicit-state enumeration based 
algorithms, even for non process-based models of concurrency.
There are a number of improvements that can be made to the current 
algorithm, which may result in greater reductions. For example, the cur­
rent algorithm picks the seed transition in some pre-determined, but 
non-intelligent order. Since a commonly used heuristic in partial order 
reductions is to try and minimize the size of the ample set at each state, 
it makes sense to try and pick a seed transition that lias the fewest de­
pendent transitions. This information can easily be computed from the 
outputs of the SAT solver, and incorporated into the ample set compu­
tation algorithm. Another natural extension to the algorithm would be 
to parallelize it. There have been other efforts in this direction [19], but 
these have been in the process context.
Also, a lot of Murphrs advantages as a modeling language are due to 
its support for functions and procedures, and rich data types such as
multi-dimensional arrays and records, which our implementation (ie, the 
symbolic evaluator) does not yet handle, although we are working on 
adding support for these features.
Finally, although we currently use SAT as the decision procedure in 
the symbolic part of our algorithm, it might be more efficient to use a 
higher level decision procedure for quantifier free formulas with equality, 
finite arithmetic and arrays. Recently, several theorem provers have been 
developed that include these domains [ ,6] . It would be interesting to 
try these decision procedures in our algorithm. Another promising idea 
is that when checking independence of two transitions, it should often be 
possible to abstract parts of the transitions rather than expanding all of 
the details. We could use the logic of uniuterpreted functions to express 
such abstractions, and use decision procedures for this logic to decide 
the formulas.
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A  M u r p h i  C o d e  fo r  G e r m a n ’s C a c h e  




message : enum{empty, req_shared, req_exclusive, in va lid a te , 
invalidate_ack, grant_shared, grant_exclusive};
cache_state : enum{invalid, shared, exclusive};
c lie n t: 1 .. num_clients;
VAR
channell: array [client] of message;
channel2_4: array[client] of message;
channel3: array[client] of message;
home_sharer_list: array[client] of boolean;
hom e_inva lidate_lis t: array[client] of boolean;
home.exclusive.granted: boolean;
home_current_command: message;
home_current_client: c lie n t;
cache: array[client] of cache_state;
RULESET c l: c lie n t do 
RULE "c lie n t requests shared access"
cache[cl] = in v a lid  & channell[cl] = empty ==> 
begin channell[cl] := req_shared end;
RULE "c lie n t requests exclusive access"
(cache[cl] = in v a lid  I cache[cl] = shared ) & channell[cl] = empty ==> 
begin channell[cl] := req_exclusive end;
RULE "home picks new request"
home_current_command = empty & channell[cl] != empty ==> 
begin home_current_command := channe ll[c l] ; 
channell[cl] := empty; 
home_curren t.c lie n t := c l; 
fo r i :  c lie n t do 
hom e_invalidate_list[i] := home_sharer_list[i]
3 Included for reference by program comm ittee - not part of paper
end;
RULE "home sends inva lida te  message"
(home_current_command = req_shared t  home_exclusive_granted 
I home_current_command = req_exclusive)
& hom e_invalidate_list[cl] & channel2_4[cl] = empty ==> 
begin
channel2_4[cl] := inva lida te ;
hom e_invalidate_list[cl] := fa lse ; 
end;
RULE "home receives inva lida te  acknowledgement"
home_current_command != empty t  channel3[cl] = invalidate_ack ==> 
begin
home_sharer_list[cl] := fa lse ; 
home_exclusive_granted := fa lse ; 
channel3[cl] := empty; 
end;
RULE "sharer inva lida tes cache"
channel2_4[cl] = inva lida te  k channel3[cl] = empty ==> 
begin
channel2_4[cl] := empty; 
channel3[cl] := invalidate_ack; 
cache[cl] := in va lid ; 
end;
RULE "c lie n t receives shared grant"
channel2_4[cl] = grant_shared ==> 
begin 
cache [cl] := shared; 
channel2_4 [cl] := empty; 
end;
RULE "c lie n t receives exclusive grant"
channel2_4[cl] = grant_exclusive ==> 
begin
cache [cl] := exclusive; 
channel2_4 [cl] := empty; 
end;
END;
RULE "home sends reply to c lie n t — shared" 
home_current_command = req_shared





channel2_4[home_current_client] := grant_shared; 
end;
RULE "home sends reply to c lie n t — exclusive" 
home.current.command = req_exclusive
& fo r a l l  i :  c lie n t do home_sharer_list[i] = fa lse  endforall
& channel2_4[home_current_client] = empty ==>
begin
home_sharer_list[home_current_client] := true; 
home.current.command := empty; 
home_exclusive_granted := true;




fo r i : c lie n t do
channell[i] := empty; 
channel2_4[i] := empty; 
channel3[i] := empty; 
cache [i] := in va lid ; 
home_sharer_list[i] := fa lse ; 
hom e_invalidate_list[i] := fa lse ; 
endf o r ;
home_current_command := empty; 
home_current_client := 1; 
home_exclusive_granted := fa lse ; 
end;
